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North Sea ATF POWER DX III


Beskrivelse:
ATF olie designed til at beskytte de fleste personvognes, vans og lette lastbilers automatiske
gearkasser.



Application :
Wherever DEXRON III G, Dexron III F and other old Dexron III versions, DEXRON II-E,
DEXRON II, DEXRON or Type A fluids are recommended.


Wherever MERCON, M2C138-CJ or M2C166-H fluids are recommended In all automatic
transmissions built by GM. Wherever Allison C-4 fluids are required.
May be used in some hydraulic and compressor systems where excellent low temperature
flow ability is required.


Performance kriterier:
Dexron III F / G / H
Ford Mercon

Volvo 97341

Allison C-4 20952194

Caterpillar TO-2

MAN 339Z1/Z2 MAN 339 V1/V2

MB 236.10 / 236.9 / 236.7 / 236.5 / 236.1 & Voith 55.6335


ZF02F/03D / 04D/11A/ 11B/ 14B/ 16L

Advantages :
Additional savings that result from using just one fluid for most automatic transmission
applications.
Oxidation resistance : product is formulated with excellent base stocks and special additives
that minimize deterioration of the fluid through use.
Improved low temperature fluidity : excellent protection against wear during cold operating
conditions and helps eliminate cold start stalling.
Transmission cleanliness : The additives prevent formation of deposits which affect the
performance of delicate control valves.
Viscosity index : Excellent performance over a wide range of temperatures is possible
through the use of high VI base oils along with a shear stable VI improver.
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Typical analysis :
density at 15 °C

0.845

viscosity at 40°C

35 cSt

viscosity at 100°C

7.5 cSt

viscosity at -40°C

15.500 cP

viscosity index

189

pour point

-51°C

flash point

>201°C
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